DNA AND THE HALLS OF AMENT!

to evolve through another 26,556-year Harmonic Time cycle in HU- 1, before
having another opportunity to ascend to HU-2.
As you can perhaps now see, it is very important that the Sphere of Amenti is
appropriately placed in Earth's core, and the Blue Flame successfully embodies,
during the half-point in the second ascension cycle. If this process does not occur,
the Earth becomes trapped in HU-1 time. This digression and repetition ofHU1 time cycles has occurred seven times in the past of Earth's evolution. Earth is
presently within its eighth repetition of the 26,556-year Harmonic Time cycle in
HU-1. Earth's evolution has been stunted within the HU-1 time cycle for nearly
212,448 years. Though some progress was made in dimensional ascension at several different points in time, Earth and the human races repeatedly ended up
returning to the start of the 26,556-year HU-1 cycle.
Since 840,000 years ago, when the guardian races from HU-2 and above
created the Arc of the Covenant, they have watched, waited, nurtured, guided,
assisted and prayed (yes, prayed!) for the time to come when the lost souls of Tara
could return home from their long and troubled evolutionary journey on Earth.
They did this because your race was loved. They have waited patiently for the distant time when Earth, and the 11 other missing fragments of Tara, could be
returned into Tara's energetic body, so Tara herself could ascend. Great wars have
been fought and great catastrophes endured to secure your species' right to
evolve, and to uphold and protect the Covenant of Palaidor, through which the
integrity of your species' evolutionary blueprint is ensured.
Can you understand how important the next morphogenetic wave will be in
relation to the evolution of Earth and the souls who continue to repeatedly incarnate there? The next morphogenetic wave in your present 26,556-year cycle is
your potential ticket to freedom, after being imprisoned within the illusion of
HU-1 matter for over 200,000 years. If you are unable to utilize that potential,
you will sentence yourselves to yet another 26,556 years in the prison of your
Earth school, if your planet could survive long enough to complete its next cycle.

We are taking great pains to explain the dynamics of morphogenetic waves to
you because you are presently within the second ascension cycle of your
26,566-year Harmonic Time Cycle.
The ascension cycle began 2194 years ago in 196 BC.
The half-point in your current time cycle is 2017 AD.
You have 19 years before
the first morphogenetic wave of this cycle completes its crest.
Do you think you will be ready?
If the Guardian races had not intervened,
your planet would not have made it this far.
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